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The KGB-ADL pipeline
The "LaRouche-Pamyat connection" hoax is being done

Markus Wolf. In Searchlight's April 1990 issue, which went
to the printer at almost the same time that the ostensible

exactly the same way the "LaRouche killed Palme" hoax was

Kulakov pronouncements were made, there appeared an arti

carried out. On March 1, 1986, only hours after Palme had

cle explicitly praising the KGB and KGB head Gen. Vladimir

been killed, the Soviet intelligence services put out the word

Kryuchkov for a new KGB campaign of "fighting anti-Semit

that "LaRouche did it." That line was quickly spread by Irwin

ism." The same issue contains a wild attack on LaRouche

Suall, head of the Fact-Finding Division of the ADL, and

and on West German Chancellor Helmut Kohl. Searchlight's

conduited into ADL-tainted media channels. The KGB-ADL

role in collaborating with the ADL in the "LaRouche killed

collaboration was so close during the following months, that

Palme" caper was documented in EIR' s October 1986 Special

the Soviet publication New Times published an attack on

Report, "A classical KGB disinformation campaign: Who

LaRouche and associates in its Sept. 15 edition, under the

killed Olof Palme?"

headline, "Nazis without swastikas." The headline was

• From March 26-31, 1990-right after the alleged Ku

adapted from a document authored by Dennis King, the

lakov statements in Moscow-senior VAAD official Mikhail

ADL-backed anti-LaRouche operative in the United States.

Chlenov visited the United States to meet with Elon Stein

Three weeks after the New Times piece appeared, the head

berg, personal assistant to Bronfman, at the New York office

quarters of companies associated with LaRouche in Lees

of the WJc. On March 28, Chlenov visited the office of

burg, Virginia were raided by a massive U.S. government

the ADL to meet with ADL International Affairs Director
Kenneth Jacobson. Chlenov was one of the featured partici

force.
The following facts are worth considering in this con

pants at the May 6-8 WJC meeting in Berlin.
• One of the featured speakers at the WCJ meeting was

nection:
• At the May 6-8 WJC meeting in Berlin, an official of

Neal Sher, head of the U.S. Department of Justice's Office

the VAAD, Yuri Sokol, was being chaperoned by the British

Special Investigations, which has specialized in framing up

magazine Searchlight, a mouthpiece of the British Campaign

anti-communists on behalf of the Soviet Union. Sher defend

Against Racism and Fascism, which is linked to the ADL

ed the reliability of evidence provided by Soviet individuals

and to the intelligence-espionage networks of "ex" -Stasi head

and entities.
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Berlin-Wannsee conference and the Carpentras atrOcity,
both breathtaking and highly suspicious.
Reached for comment on the affair in Rochester,

';('he Soviet KGB and allied networks of Edgar Bronfman
and the ADL in Fran ce are using a!horrifying series of
incidents at a Jewish cemetery in the viUage of Carpentras,
"neaf Avignon, to destabilize the political and social struct ture in Europe.
I
On May to, it was discovered tha t over 30 Jewish
gravestones had been de secrated at the cemetery. The
cwptjts had exhumed the Oody of an 81-year-old man who
had died a month ago, and impaled the corpse on the shaft
of an umbrella. Some ob¥rvers said that even when the
Nazis occupied France, tHey never did anything like this
I
with a corpse.
Bronfman's World Jerish Congress immediately re
leased a statement from Paris, charging that the Carpentras
;;'�;,atrocity is part of "the resurgence in France and Europe
of the nco-Nazi ideology that threa tens our democracies."
The WJC bad been pre-mbbilized to react to anti-Semitic
incidents during the" just-concluded May 6-8 Berlin
l
Wannsee conference. The ne�-simultaneity in time of tbe
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Min!
nesota, where he i s a political prisoner, Lyndon LaRouche
pinpointed the Soviet-ADL origi ns of the provocationi,tji
which he likened to the notorious ADL practice of havi ng
agents paint swastikas on Jew i s h graves and synagogues.
"The operation which moves in to exploit the cemetery
incident, and so promptly," he said, "is not only a reactiorlYw
which comes from only one place, but the reaction itself
is part of an operation which was already in motion priorw
the incident. It comes from the BronfmaniMarkus WolfI
Moscow operation, and it comes in the context of the,8?
Bronfman-Ied conferences in Germany and Bronfman<\
events in Germany, in Europe .. . .
"The exploitation of the event is what we're addre$s"
ing . . The event, the process, the reaction to the eve�t,
was organized and in motion before the event itself occur
red. That is the essence of the evidence
. T,he opera
tion which subsumed the leading reaction to the event,
that reaction was in process before the event to which the
reaction occurred, existed. The operation comes fr0tI!*
Moscow's KGB, by way of Bronfma n and his cron ies."
which includes, of course, the K larsfelds and Seqrchlighi
.
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magazine in London."
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